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Alien Rapture: The Chosen [Edgar Rothschild Fouche and Brad Steiger] on blog.quintoapp.com *FREE* shipping on
qualifying offers. On the one hand: actual cases of alien abduction, genetic manipulation, missing time, implanted
memoriesâ€”and terrifying visions.

Two women shall be grinding at the mill; the one shall be taken, and the other left. Seeking then to cause rifts
within Christianity and use those rifts to eventually cause Christianity to become more ridiculed, disregarded,
and considered unbelievable and even non-essential. After the Rapture of the Church, the Aliens do seek upon
a direction for the complete destruction and end to Christianity. Not seeking complete destruction or end to
Christianity or the Church prior to the Rapture, because God does attain true Sons of God that can aid and
assist His planned workings throughout the Heavenly universe within the ability of those Christians to
overcome the temptations, attacks, and testing, especially through Christ! God does not allow any direct
confrontation with His Prophecy and His planned working for gathering the Remnant Church Members as He
does promise. The information, or proof concerning the truth about the Alien presence does become more
openly disclosed to the general population of wayward individuals as the blindness towards God, and as sin
does become great enough to cause for God to return to that wayward planet to Rapture the Remnant of His
true Sons of God within His Christian Church. The Aliens then begin pressuring and forcing certain of the
wayward governments and agencies that have been involved with them Aliens to publicly make known
information concerning their presence. The Aliens do not seek an open dialogue with general mankind before
the Rapture of the Church. The public disclosure, or announcement of their existence will initially be visual.
The Aliens will sit back, wait, and see. The Aliens do seek Full Open Contact with the general communal
population of wayward individuals after the Rapture, but not before the Rapture does take place upon
wayward planetary societies. Full Open Contact is when God does allow the Aliens to openly interact with
individuals upon wayward planetary societies. With the Rapture of the true-to-faith Christians, the Aliens fully
make themselves known to the wayward individuals and their communities with more freedoms than ever
allowed before to introduce endeavors that do more deeply cause wayward individuals to fall-prey-to a total
blindness of and towards God, His Godliness, and sin. With the taking place of the Rapture, there is found
many individuals that had laid claim to being Christian, the following of Jesus Christ, yet have not been taken
with Christ in the Rapture. It is the blindness that those individuals do have towards the knowledge of the
Word of God being Jesus Christ. Those individuals do not afford themselves the necessary faith and strength
being lukewarm to become taken by Jesus Christ in that Rapture. Contact by Aliens was of little or no
considered possibility to those wayward individuals that had laid claim to being Christian. The Aliens are
deeply assisted by the fact that most of those individuals that do not become taken with Christ in the Rapture
of the Church have little to no real understanding of or for the Aliens. Most of the individuals that do not
become taken with Christ in the Rapture: In allowing their selves those left behind to become blind unto the
Alien existence or direction: It is those lukewarm followers within the Church that do not accept the fact that it
is their blindness towards God Physically being Jesus Christ that caused them to follow pathways that did not
allow them to become taken with Christ in the Rapture. And even though they were given forewarning in
written biblical prophecy by God, the Rapture does indeed catch those individuals that do not become taken
with Christ in the Rapture to become deeply caught off guard by the actual occurrence of the Rapture. Leaving
these lukewarm followers that do remain filled with much shock, bewilderment, and even anger in not
becoming a part of that Rapture of the Church true-to-faith Christians. This shock, bewilderment, and anger is
only added to the sudden occurrence of Full Open Contact becoming instituted by the Aliens with ever
deepening delusions and lies that they do use against those individuals that do not become taken with Christ in
the Rapture: These remaining left behind individuals are given avenues within the delusions and lies put forth
through which they can justify their lukewarm views, faith, and beliefs that did keep them from becoming a
part of the Rapture of the Church. God does fulfill Himself Physically being Jesus Christ. Though they do
sight many physical things relevant to ungodliness that Jesus Christ completely forsook God Physically being
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Jesus Christ does fully display in overcoming all sin. Only God can Personally bring forth Salvation. Those
individuals that do not become taken with Christ in the Rapture of the Church disassociate themselves from
this fact. The importance of the Trinity for wayward individuals is sighted in the fact that all living creatures
have a mind and body that houses and has a spirit, God has only directly applied His likened Image to His
creativity of mankind in the giving of a Soul. An Image that is only sighted in the Triple reality of the human
mind, body, and soul. Without a Soul, neither Eternal Life nor Salvation can ever become attained by any
living creature or being. They are One and the same! In that rejection or disbelief: The same was in the
beginning with God. All things were made by him; and without him was not any thing made that was made. In
him was life; and the life was the light of men. And the light shineth in darkness; and the darkness
comprehended it not. There was a man sent from God, whose name was John. The same came for a witness, to
bear witness of the Light, that all men through him might believe. He was not that Light, but was sent to bear
witness of that Light. That was the true Light, which lighteth every man that cometh into the world. He was in
the world, and the world was made by him, and the world knew him not. He came unto his own, and his own
received him not. But as many as received him, to them gave he power to become the sons of God, even to
them that believe on his name: Which were born, not of blood, nor of the will of the flesh, nor of the will of
man, but of God. And the Word was made flesh, and dwelt among us, and we beheld his glory, the glory as of
the only begotten of the Father, full of grace and truth. The blindness of those remaining left behind wayward
individuals towards God, His Godliness, and sin does become so great that it causes for the human existence
to become altered to the point where it does become a reflection of what it once was initially created by God:
After the Rapture of the Church, the Aliens do successfully cause for those remaining left behind wayward
individuals not taken in the Rapture to end-up losing: This is a most important loss to those wayward
individuals. After the Rapture of the church, the Aliens do successfully cause for those remaining wayward
individuals not taken in the Rapture to totally begin to follow pathways that they do negate, lose complete
sight of, and disassociate themselves from GOD the Father, the Son Jesus Christ and the Holy Ghost!
Wayward individuals that cannot believe that God Is Jesus Christ can never gain or attain the full Power of
Salvation that is beheld in the Trinity after the Rapture. To seek to separate any part of the Trinity is to take
away from the whole Power that the Trinity does offer, have, and hold. After the Rapture of the Church, the
Aliens do successfully cause for those remaining wayward individuals not taken in the Rapture to fully
disassociate themselves from the belief: Any hope for Salvation through Jesus Christ becomes also taken away
for those remaining individuals. There is far less hope left to become truly able to ward off falling prey to a
total blindness of or towards sin for those remaining individuals. The Aliens are able to enslave the inhabitants
of wayward planets after the Rapture only because they are then allowed to do so by God. God will not allow
any interference from the Aliens that can possibly take away from His planned workings upon wayward
planets to bring forth True Sons of God. After the Rapture takes place the Aliens do enslave the inhabitants of
wayward planets fully. The Aliens will slowly, subtly, and cunningly persuade mankind to alter their whole
existence to accommodate their enslavement. The enslavement of wayward individuals does allow the Aliens
to better ensure that the eventual destruction of those individuals does take place. Wayward individuals do
such a good job at enslaving themselves to the very things that do bring forth their destruction that the Aliens
need not take drastic or direct steps to enslave them. The days following the Rapture of the Church are the
very last days of the hardest ever to become known upon the planet for those remaining wayward individuals.
The blindness of wayward individuals does become so great that those that do remain after Full Open Contact
do virtually allow the Aliens to eventually and ultimately destroy their existing governmental, social, and
religious and non-religious systems. Any abductions or experimentation undertaken by the Aliens upon
wayward individuals after the Rapture has no limits for the Aliens in any of their desires to directly affect a
wayward planetary societies communal, economical, political, governmental, religious, or social struggles.
The Remnant Church has already become taken! This period of time referred to as the Rapture is considered to
be most important to the Greys. For two 2 main reasons: The Greys are intellectually aggressive. Satan will be
chained for years at the time of the Rapture, but his evil Alien cloned children will be running rampant with no
leadership and guidance after the Rapture of the Church Members true-to-faith Christians. Many will believe
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an epidemic took place when the physical bodies of those taken are left on earth. And he said unto them,
Wheresoever the body is, thither will the eagles be gathered together. The true-to-faith Christians will be taken
by Jesus Christ to a place of safety before all hell breaks loose so to speak , and before no flesh is found saved
upon this planet. I go to prepare a place for you. New heaven and new earth-- new planet earth The
true-to-faith Christians shall reign with Christ for years Revelation Aliens and the Rapture.
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Chapter 2 : Alien Rapture: The Chosen by Edgar Rothschild Fouche
On the one hand - actual cases of alien abduction, genetic manipulation, missing time, implanted memories and
terrifying vision. On the other - a secret government with unlimited power, covert technology, clandestine documents
protected at any cost, and a complete disregard for United States laws.

Which is the more terrifying? After you read Alien Rapture: The Chosen, you will be better able to answer the
question. This story of hidden government agendas was written by a former Air Force intelligence officer and
America s foremost paranormal investigator. Alien Rapture tells of discarded constitutional rights, alien
abduction, and genetic manipulation. Based on facts, this is a disturbing look into the eyes of an unethical
government and a commentary on the current UFO crisis. Tell us what we missed. Would you like to update
product info, give feedback on images, or tell us about a lower price? He is a Vietnam veteran and has held a
number of government and military positions. Brad Steiger is the author of more than books, with more than
15 million copies in print worldwide. He has covered subject matter ranging from biographies, to UFOs, to
crime and everything in between. By A Customer on April 30, Format: No one had a problem telling the
difference between his factual experiences and technology which he talks about at his presentations. He
divulges much new information on the government UFO cover-up, black programs where reverse engineering
of Alien technology takes place and the ultra secret MJ committee. Although the book is written as an
incredibly thrilling fiction story, the facts in the book stand on their own. For instance, the factional
information was copyrighted by the authors and posted on Mr. Two years ago the author was talking about
black programs using an advanced plasma for propulsion, whish is also in the book. I must confess, I bought
my book from Galdepress. Read all of them before you pass judgement. Fouche was the first to reveal them.
GREAT fiction and a must buy! Comment Was this review helpful to you? Looking at the oth Additional
information.
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Chapter 3 : Alien Rapture - The Chosen von Edgar Fouche (E-Book) â€“ Lulu DE
Alien Rapture: The Chosen details one troubled man's quest to unveil his hidden past. As he discovers the truth, his faith
in everything he has ever believed in, including the American government and his religious upbringing, is shattered, and
he faces an agonizing choice.

What else could account for the utter disappearance of entire fishing boats and their crews? And in such
astonishing numbers? And without a trace! Berlitz discovered that the disappearances went well beyond
fishing boats. Tankers- one over , tons; military ships; armed nuclear submarines; research and scientific
expeditions; fish processing factories- hundreds of ships sailed into the Triangle and vanished.. Why have
these officers not been imprisoned - or worse - for violating security oaths and breaching national security?
Why did Generala Douglas MacArthur, forty years ago, assert that Earth would be invaded by beings from
another world, andy why have world leaders and military higher-ups been repeating this pronouncement ever
since? What is behind the recent rash of movies, documentaries and books promoting alien-invasions
scenarios? A must read book that is certain to bring controvery on the UFO enigma. Come soar to a place
where the fear of flying meets the terror of the unknown. In Ghosts of the Air, Martin Caidin relates the secret
stories of the sky. Yet these people have risked ridicule and their professional reputations to share their
incredible, inexplicable experiences. After reading this book, one will have a new appreciation and awareness
of what may habitat our skies. Overwhelming evidence reveals that someone left behind an indelible mark ,
never erased, on the surface of Mars. Inscribed on the Martian face are symbols used by ancient
Goddess-worshipping societies. This sacred mathematical script is currently being used to create crop circles
all over the world-- obviously the work of a highly sophisticated civiliaztioon creating an enigmatic bridge
between Heaven and Earth. But what is the sacred messge to mankind? DeAnna Emerson is a writer and
scholar. Educated at the University of Washington and a member of the Pacific Northwest Archaelogical
Society, DeAnna has devoted a lifetime to the study of ancient religions. In Miracles of the Gods, the van
Daniken says: Certain groups of these descendants have an advantage over us: These preferred students or
overripe intelligences are sending energetic though impulses to us, their brothers and sisters of the same
heritage. These impulses are intended to stimulate and enlarge our consciousness. Keel Is there is a super race,
not extraterrestrial but native to earth, that predates Homo sapiens and has interfered with human history as
both guardian and tormentor since prehistoric times? John Keele, researcher, author, world traveler and
columnist for Fate Magazine delves into this possibility. As a world traveler, he has visited exotic locations
such as Tibet, France, Egypt, India, Iraq among other countries of which his Fortean investigations have
carried him. In Haunted Planet, John brings into chilling focus strange truths about the earth and its mysterious
inhabitants. Find out about people who vanish and then reappear within hours in another part of the world.
Angels and demigods who appear and make startling predictions that never come true. Read the book and
judge for yourself. For the first time, we get a glimpse at the whys and wherefores behind the curtain; at times
the book reads almost like a sociopolitical thriller as the emerging Federation shuffles for power with the
waning democracy of the Republic. The Force is also further illuminated. Turns out it has something to do
with "midi-chlorians"--microscopic life forms that live in the cells of all creatures. The Phantom Menace is a
fun read, sure to satisfy Star Wars junkies young and old.
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Chapter 4 : Alien Rapture - The Chosen (Unabridged) von Edgar FouchÃ© (E-Book) â€“ Lulu DE
Alien Rapture - The Chosen by Edgar Fouche, Brad Steiger This novel follows the amazing journey of Joe Green, a
military veteran and DoD engineering contractor who has questions about his own strange experiences and questions
about secret technologies which he learns of in his work on black projects.

Returns About Us We care as much about your item as you do which is why each item is carefully packaged
to ensure a safe delivery. Expect orders to take business days. Can you combine multiple orders into one
shipment? We will always do our best to combine orders when possible, but due to having multiple
warehouses we cannot guarantee that it will happen. Late Delivery In the event of your order being delayed or
lost in the post, we will do our best to provide a suitable resolution. While we aim to deliver your order in the
time frame specified, transit delays outside of our control can occur. Because of this we would ask that you
allow the following amount of time before contacting us about your late order s: Within eBay you have 60
minutes to cancel your order once the order has been placed. After that your order is sent to us. We believe in
providing our customers with a ultra-speedy service. To ensure this is achieved, all of our systems are fully
automated. Can I update my shipping address after I place an order? Unfortunately, once an order is placed,
we must ship to that address. So please confirm you have selected the correct address before placing your
order. What type of payments do you accept? We accept payments through PayPal. We do this because PayPal
offers unmatched security as well as flexible payment options for the customer. Payment options such as: Best
of all, there is no cost to the buyer to utilize PayPal. Do not expect anything in addition to what is stated in our
listings. Guaranteed to be in new condition and in their original packaging. Please see our description in each
listing for details regarding particular items. I would not suggest buying an item in Used-Good condition as it
will by definition show signs of wear and use. How quickly will I receive my item: Expect your item to
typically arrive within business days. Occasionally orders are delayed a little longer. Can you tell me more
about a particular item? All of the information that we have about a particular item is listed on the eBay page.
We are unable to provide any additional information or guarantee that you will receive anything in addition to
what is described in our listing. Other information may be available regarding the product details by searching
on the internet. Will I receive the exact item pictured on eBay? The images supplied on our listings are
intended as a guide only. We did not take the picture. You should receive the item described in our listing, but
the cover may vary. I am sorry all of our prices are fixed. What is your returns policy? We allow returns
within 30 days of delivery. How long should I expect customer service will take to respond to my inquires?
We will do our absolute best to resolve any problem for you so there should be no reason to leave non-positive
feedback or open a case. Our main goal is to deliver quality products to our customers. However, in the event
that a customer is shipped a faulty item or an incorrect title, we will provide a pre-paid return label. All items
must be returned to us in the same condition as they were received. New items must be still sealed if they
originally were. For a refund the items need to be: Returned in their original condition; ideally in the original
packaging provided. A proper Return must be opened through eBay. With us providing a return label for the
item to be sent back. Items must be sent back with an RMA number that we assign to each individual return
â€” for our reference. The item must be returned within 30 days of receipt of the item. Any other item must be
returned in the same condition as we sent them. With their original packaging and accessories included with
the return. If any items are returned to us in worse condition than when we sent them then we reserve the right
to refund less than the full sale amount. Again, to return an item: You MUST contact us prior to returning the
item. Any unauthorized returns will not be accepted. Please contact us so we can provide a return label with
our return address and an RMA. What do I do if I have received a faulty product or the wrong item? We will
provide you with a pre-paid return label. To ensure a speedy resolution please enclose the following:
Explanation of what you received vs what you expected to receive. If we request you to return your order,
please do so within 5 business days after we approve the return. What do I do if I receive a damaged item? In
the event that your order arrives damaged, please accept our apologies. In order to investigate the issue
promptly, please contact us within 7 business days. Please ensure you provide us with your order number and
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images of the damaged item: The images you send must also include images of the packaging the item arrived
in. We look forward to serving you!
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Alien Rapture tells of discarded constitutional rights, alien abduction, and genetic manipulation. Based on facts, this is a
disturbing look into the eyes of an unethical government and a commentary on the current #UFO crisis.

Edgar and many generations of his relatives have historically been involved with the government and military
in fields of intelligence, black programs, crypto, secure communications, and classified development projects.
This is true as far back as the French revolution. Some French historians consider him a scoundrel--because he
survived many of his leaders, including Napoleon and the King of France, instead of going down with the
ship, so to speak. Yes, the move to S. Edgar graduated from Longview high school in East Texas, where he
was a Thespian, an Honor student, a member of the Student Council, and on the football team. The Vietnam
war was escalating and many of his friends and peers were sucked into the tragic political vortex. In February
of while attending Kilgore College and working as a machinist making bombs for R. Pararescuemen jump out
of helicopters to rescue downed pilots, usually under fire in a hot zone. Edgar initially went through a year of
electronics, communications, intelligence, and cryptological schools. Somewhere along the line, Edgar joined
the Masonic Lodge, became a licensed diver, and received pilot training. With his training and experiences in
intelligence, special operations, black programs, and cryptologicial areas, he received other government
opportunities. As a manager of defense contractors, he dealt with classified "black" programs developing
state-of-the-art Electronic Countermeasures, Cryptological, Avionics, and Satellite Communications Test
Equipment. His involvement with black programs developing stealth aircraft is classified. F Outstanding Unit
Award. He received numerous other awards, decorations, and honors during his military career. He was
considered an Air Force expert with classified test equipment for cryptological equipment owned by the NSA,
electronic counter measures and tactical jamming avionics and satellite communications. He has worked with
many of the leading aircraft and test equipment manufacturers in the US. Edgar performed as a civilian
Engineering Program Manager and Site Manager for DOD contractors involved in classified research,
electronic engineering, logistics support, and technical data development from The book is being published
by Galde Press and will be available in late June. For further details, see the primary story about the TR-3B. It
is forbidden to reproduce or post any of this report or the copyrighted graphics appurtenant to this article to
any newsgroup, web site, or any other electronic or print medium. Document was obtained in , before Alien
Autopsy was aired, original doc copyrighted as Abductors
Chapter 6 : Aliens and the Rapture
Read "Alien Rapture - The Chosen" by Edgar Fouche with Rakuten Kobo. This novel follows the amazing journey of Joe
Green, a military veteran and DoD engineering contractor who has questions.

Chapter 7 : blog.quintoapp.com:Customer reviews: Alien Rapture The Chosen
Alien Rapture - written as science-fiction - is based on the life of Edgar A. Fouche - a whistleblower who has disclosed
information about the TR3B - an advanced triangular aircraft. He has used a fictionalized story to disclose other
information he had been given, while protecting his sources.

Chapter 8 : ALIEN RAPTURE: CHOSEN By Edgar Rothschild Fouche And Brad Steiger **Excellent** | eBa
Buy Alien Rapture - The Chosen by Edgar Fouche (eBook) online at Lulu. Visit the Lulu Marketplace for product details,
ratings, and reviews.
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Download alien rapture the chosen or read alien rapture the chosen online books in PDF, EPUB and Mobi Format. Click
Download or Read Online button to get alien rapture the chosen book now. This site is like a library, Use search box in
the widget to get ebook that you want.
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